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Details of Visit:

Author: NIK
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 1 Dec 2008 2.00
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

Recently renovated establishment in thr Attercliffe area - the main parlour district of Sheffield. Safe
with easy parking but a bit of pain to get to these days from the city centre with the new road layout.
Maybe I'm doing something wrong? 

The Lady:

Tall, slim blonde. Late twenties.

The Story:

After my disaster in Derby last week I was at another meeting which finished in time for me to follow
it with a punt. I can't normally punt during most working days.
This time I was in Sheffield and I was torn between going to Dipolmat or GFE. The two parlours are
virtually across the road from each other. I had been to Diplomat several times and it transpired that
Gabriella, who I had seen before and quite liked (see previous FR) was on, but I hadn't been to
GFE, at least not since the place had been renovated, and its recent good reports tempted me.
Ironically someone else saw Gabriella earlier in the same day and has given her another positive
FR!
I went to GFE with the intention of seing Luna and all three ladies were available and quickly and
efficently introduced. When I saw Gemma I opted for her as she seemed confident and friendly. It
was only when we were in the room and she told me that she also worked at Bluebelles as Collette
that I remembered I'd seen her there a couple of years ago. Indeed she was my last decent punt at
that establishment. I was therefore pleased that I'd chosen her. And so it proved. Gemma was
excellent. Indeed everything the girl in my previous report was not. And cheaper! It was actually ?55
but I gave her the extra fiver as she did the business including kissing - still infrequent in parlours.
Gemma asked if I'd do a report on her. I don't usually, as half the time I can't be arsed. If I reported
on every punt I've had it would run into the high hundreds, so I tend to be selective.
However Gemma has restored my faith in parlour punts. She was actually better value for ?55 than
many a ?150+ escort I've seen!
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